WET PAPER

The “No Rug, all Tug” meme token!
SQUIRT is a rug-proof
decentralized
meme token
that’ll get you wet.

What’s it all about?
SQUIRT GAME .... Yeah you already figured out the link haven’t
you. People have been raging over Squid Game Token. Yet
another bullshit rug-pull, where people got excited, only for
a bunch of shady developers to go tugging on the pockets of
innocent investors.

SQUIRT GAME is different.
Our motto is “No Rug, all Tug” !
SQUIRT GAME is a meme token built to run on the
Binance Smart Chain making it quick, easy and cheap
to transact.
Conceptualized by a group of crypto veterans, the
SQUIRT team stems from places all over the world. All
members share one common interest...Community.
Creating a safe, fun and transparent environment to
grow this project is paramount.
So welcome to SQUIRT GAME, where everyone gets
wet. We hope you brought a change of clothes.

Squirt Tax
Every buy, sell or send comes with a 7% tax

Taxes go to Holders

Long Term Liquidity

Extend Our Reach

3% of each transaction tax
gets distributed proportionally
to holders. Sit back and watch
your wallet balance grow.

2% goes to PancakeSwap
liquidity pool where it will be
locked for several years to keep
SQUIRT liquidity healthy and safe.

A marketing treasury is a critical
component to our success. 2%
of transactional tax will be put
towards aggressive marketing efforts
and overall development.

Presale & Launch
Pinksale Presale
Presale Address.........0xd67B8fCA18E6347fE616fd1e88e7F1fe54Fe87bb
Token Address.......0xd2d7289DB68395593D65101753Fec9450ddFB699
Total Supply................................................. 1,000,000,000,000,000 SQUIRT
Tokens For Presale........................................400,000,000,000,000 SQUIRT
Tokens For Liquidity......................................256,000,000,000,000 SQUIRT
Presale Rate.............................................. 1 BNB = 625,000,000,000 SQUIRT
First Release For Presale...............................................................................25%
Vesting For Presale................................................................. 25% each 7 days
Listing Rate...............................................1 BNB = 500,000,000,000 SQUIRT
Initial Market Cap (estimate)........................................................... $1,128,682
Soft Cap......................................................................................................320 BNB
Hard Cap.................................................................................................... 640 BNB
Unsold Tokens.................................................................................................Burn

Pancakeswap Launch
Liquidity Percent............................................................................................ 80%
Liquidity Lockup Time ........................................ 1095 days after pool ends
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MARKETING
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AMA (bi-weekly)
Cameos (Adult stars, OnlyFans, eccentric celebrities)
Promotional tweets
Website banners
Community medium articles
Listing on CMC & CoinGecko
Banner ads on erotic and meme related sites, PR articles
Partnerships

COMMUNITY CARE
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NFTs
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NSFW NFT Collectibles for Hardcore Squirters
1 NFT giveaway - biweekly
NFT’s come in random Rarities:
BRONZE: 50 pcs | SILVER: 15 pcs | GOLD: 7 pcs LIQUID: 1 pcs
Weekly Community Vote on sales profit spending:
- Buyback & Burn SQUIRT
- Donations to charity
- Donate OF Performer

Form the Squirt Army!
Discord discussions
Meme contests
Sticker contests
Rewards for community supporters

Citizens of SQUIRTOPIA
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Auto-generated NFTs with random rarity based on
cumulative power of each NFT layer
Utilized NFTS:
- Stake in DAO to access DAO powers
- Stake up to 5 NFTs and earn Squirtswap, Games, NFT
sales and other ecosystem profit share based on
combine staking power of your NFTs

SQUIRTGAMES
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On chain games SQUIRT17, “Squirt & Burny” and more
Spend and win $SQUIRT token
Share of games profit for NFT stakers

SQUIRTDAO
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SQUIRTSWAP
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The wettest swap platform where liquidity never dries!
Squirt Squad will buy back and burn SQUIRT
Share profit with DAO NFT stakers

SQUIRTSHOP
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SQUIRTBRIDGE (CROSSCHAIN)
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CRONOS
AVAX
POLYGON

MOONRIVER
XDAI
and more...

ADULT STARS NFT COLLAB

Home of the #squirtsquad
Share your ideas
Vote in important matters and earn from ecosystem profit

Branded merchandise
Sex toys, adult themed items
Profit share with SQUIRT reflections

SQUIRTFLIX
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Sponsoring and funding adult content
VR/AR/Metaverse cross-markets
Subscription using SQUIRTPAY

CEX LISTINGS

High Volatility
Cryptocurrencies come with incredible risks. High volatility,
lack of liquidity and untrustworthy parties are all potential
threats while navigating the space. Always invest carefully
and never more then you are willing to lose.

For Experienced
Squirters
Always do your research. Watch crypto news, follow
reputable traders and investors, etc. Find crypto
information only from reliable and professional sources.

Smart and Savvy
Do not trust strangers within the crypto space. Do not
EVER give away private information about yourself or your
private keys. Oh, and one more thing, ADMINS NEVER DM
YOU FIRST! :)

